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TruLink® High Speed HDMI® Active Optical Cable (AOC)

Display high definition audio/video over long distances with added features designed for 
commercial environments 

The TruLink® High Speed HDMI® AOC provides another option from the portfolio of connectivity solutions offered by 
Cables To Go. Distribute high definition A/V from source to display in classrooms, conference rooms, healthcare facilities 
and houses of worship. Utilizing AOC technology that performs similar to traditional copper cabling, the optical fiber 
construction between the connectors provides optimum performance and easy installation.

The AOC technology delivers several advantages which make it a smart choice in select installations. The cable diameter 
is smaller than copper and more flexible which makes it easier to install in tight in-wall spaces. Constructed from 
fiber strands, this cable reduces the risk of EMI/RFI so performance is stable when used in typically high interference 
environments such as data centers, surgical theaters or manufacturing facilities where high resolution and consistent 
display are critical.

The TruLink High Speed AOC features an added USB connector that allows the AOC to draw power from displays that 
have a USB port. Optionally, the AOC may also be powered from an AC to USB adapter (#22328). The cable supports 
full 1080p resolution up to 10 meters or 20 meters, with future lengths supporting up to 100 meters. With High Speed 
HDMI, users can take advantage of the latest advances in HDMI technology including 3D, 4K x 2K resolution and Deep 
Color. The cable is the ideal extension solution for digital signage applications in retail, hospitality and commercial 
settings. Combine the AOC with wall plates for a clean, professional 
connectivity solution that can be used with projectors in classrooms, 
conference rooms or training rooms.

Item# Description
41401 10m TruLink High Speed HDMI Active Optical Cable 
41403 20m TruLink High Speed HDMI Active Optical Cable


